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.-iBSTR4CT
Humans are constantly subjected to enormous amounts of information greatly
exceeding our conscious ability to sense fully experiences vis-a-vis reality. As
a consequence, we assimilate this vast array of information at the unconscious
level so itcan later be considered useful during the process of ident-ifjing belief
systems and behaviorx for learning, decision-making, memory, language, and
knowledge. These assimilations are ordered using internal strategies that can
be externally observed as analog feedback behavior(s) from an individual’s
unconscious. These can then be concisely expressed in modeis for application
regarding effective choices in decision-making and learning strategies, memory
access, and the actualization of other understandings and camplied as
knowiedge. How we can learn from the unconscious is the focus of this paper.

INTRODUCI’ION
“The unconscious outstrips the conscious in all of its perceptual, conceptual.

emotional, and response capabilities. It is or contains everything that the conscious mind
overlooks, ignores or rejects plus everything that the conscious mind contains as well.
The unconscious has access to and can use almost everything that occurs or exists within

the conscious mind, but the conscious mind generally is excluded from or protected from
the contents and potential of the unconscious,” (Ha*-ens 1985). Therefore, we define
consciomness as that of which we are aware of at any moment in time and are involved
in attending to, whereas unconsciom is everything else. Furthermore. we contend that
observation of ongoing unconscious subjective experience can be modeled at the
conscious level.

The methodological foundation from which we di SCLNSthis ex-tiemal observation of
the unconscious is known as Neuro-Linguistic Programming. “Its methods of pattern
identification and sequencing may be generalized from individual human beings to huger
order systems, from contexts involving... problem solving to those involving... extending
the domain of decision variables bc>~ondthe present state for an ind~vidusl or system now
functioning efi?ectively,” (Bandler, et al, 1980). As information passes through our

physiological filters (eyes, ears, nose, body), we simultaneously accept and distort some
of the incoming information. in order to stay somewhat sane enough to function in

society. “Sanity” is a process by which we are able to effectively perform within a
cooperatively defined structure that is our culture, and is described in terms of categories
and classifications of our decision and learning strategies, shared with others in external

circumstances. Our strategies governing motivation, creativi~, belief and memory are

born from interactions of learning and decision strategy elements. We have found that
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the primary representation system we choose as our learning preference is typically what
we rely onto make our decisions.

LEARNING STRATEGIES

A huge portion of our communication (Miller, 1981) is attributed to the unconscious
realm – non-verbal cues or gestures that are paired with a learning strategy leading to a
decision strategy that in turn leads to new Iearning strategies. These in turn lead to
motiv-ational, creativi~ and other process strategies.

Learning strategies are foundations of our more complex decision-making strategies

constructed at the unconscious level, and lead to our behavior patterns at a conscious
level. They are formulated at the unconscious level whence their resultant extermal
behaviors can be observed and recorded – matching eye movements, physiological

responses (breathing and body gestures) and predicates with elicited sensory based

responses to meta-model questions of an observer.
Over the past thirty years NLP has shown that correlated occurrences of eye

accessing cues associated with physiologic cd and predicate responses for visual, auditory,
and kinesthetic (touch, emotions, gustatory and olfactory) modalities are accurate

indications of the fabric of human knowledge. (We ascn be the olfacto~ and gustato~ to

the kinesthetic modality as being a more elegant representation of the model for fohal
notation as indicated in this paper.) For example, when accessing the visual modality,
one’s eyes generaily will go up and to h- right or left, breathing wili be high and

shallow, voice tone nasal, hand gestures wil 1 be above the shotdders, and predicates
(verbs) will consist of such words as. look enlarged or seems ciear. Other similar such
patterns hold true when an individual is accessing auditory or kinesthetic modalities, and

these patterns are perceivable cross culturally (EQndler and Grinder. 1979).
In studying this phenomenon, we find that strategies, regardless of the process

concerned, (e.g., learning, motivation, belief). are a series of overlapping senso~

experiences in which one strategy triggers, andlor anchors another and these are
influenced by an individual’s environmental, social, and physical constraints, (Bandler et
al, 1980), (Grinder, 199 1), (Brown & VanHoozer, 2000), (Dilts 1980). These constraints
have a unique and significant bearing on what information we delete, distort, and
generalize (the three universal processes of human modeiing, according to Bandler and
Grinder), to form our strategies for learning, decision-makhg, belief systems, motivation.
creativity, and so forth, and ultimately our identities as individuals.

For artificial intelligence Wstems, these constraints could be built in stemming from
the developer’s or programmer’s filtered perceptions of external (and, yes, too – internal)
rcalit y. We have found that with all learning there exist internal feelings that determine

whether the final outcome of a task can be considered (by the individual) successfti. It is
this intuitive portion of our being – our emotive meta-modality of the ktoesthetic
modality that conventional approaches to artificial intelligence have yet to describe
within their algorithms. It is a mode of operation defined and modeled at the subrnodality

level in understanding how the feeling iooks, srnelr, tastes and sounds through the
tecti]qucs of n;ekz-modeling and exp}onng Ore seven categories OJan experience. When

a person feels the answer is incorrect, a possibly associated image for that feeling may
look red or black (or some other visual modality attribute), have a border around it, be 18
inches away, and/or reside in the middle of their chest. We have learned through
experience that by changing the driving submodali~, e.g. proximity, location, brightness,
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and so on. of that experience (it may be the color, location. distance or some other

sensov element), the fkeling will change.

We can reconstruct an individual’s Iearnillg experience by observing how an
individual describes the event with anal og (body gestures. breathing patterns, eye

movements) and digital (formal language – predicates) behaviors. Knowing how, when.

and what to ask, an observer can organize sensory based processing sequences
individuals use at the unconscious level. and from this. cooperatively construct a model
of the framework of the indi vidual’s learning experience. As ch-ildren, we grew to

experience our environment primarily through our kinesthetic modality (smells, tastes,
bodily sensations), first. These sensations provided us with the feedback necessary for

our survival and growth with other humans. It is thk pairing of tactile sensation with
emotive response that is a necessary step in the order of an artificial intelligence system
learning to become consciously-self-aware and for a virtual world to imitate a truer

model of how humans experience reality – the experience of emotive/tactiIe capabili~.

This emotiveitactile capability is usually the end system of higher cognitive thought level
processes involving representation system associations in decision strategies in humans.

DECISION-MAKING STRATEGIES
If we know that all decision-making strategies are constructed throughout our

lifetime via the pairing of our learning strategies with internal and external physiological
responses,isn’tit also reasonable to understand that it is at thk level that one gathers

precise information of the ongoing experience? Use of’ NLP tecfmiques permits

subjective modeling of strategy behaviors originating from the unconscious in others
which can be reconstructed and analyzed for future reference, and then can be taught to

some other individual. This is achieved since all of our previous and ongoing
experiences exist in our ‘minds’ due to the use and organization of some combination of
(RS). It is from these systems and their associated filters that representational models of
reality are formed and coded at the unconscious level and help to determine specitic
strategies used by individuals in interacting with the external world. These independent
strategies are a culmination of the pairing of our RS with our Mered sensory input that
are the information storage and retrieval systems into vvkch experience is coded and
which describes all of our previous and ongoing experience at the unconscious level.

The manner in which we sequence these representations at the unconscious level
will dictate the significance that a particular element (either externally or internally) mill

have on our behavior or respon~ and establish our prima~ representation system (PRS)
(RS favored most for learning and decision-making). Therefore, based upon how we~ee[
about an external input. we couple the perception with our PRS to form patterns of
behavior leading to specific behavioral outcomes (Brown-VanHcmzer 1999).

For exampie, makkg a left turn at trai%c light is considered, by most of the people
we have interviewed, to be a visual process. The light turns green and one turns the
vehicle to the left. It is a simple beha%lor response. Or is it? A subjeet once told us that
when the fight turns green, he Iookq then checks his internal feelings as to whether it

feels right to move into the intersection to make a left turn. The processes he used to
make the Ietl turn involved two main representation systems – the vi SUSIand kinesthetic
modalities. Consider Diagram 1 below.
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(a) + (b)+ (Q_+ @)_.-> (e)

Sees red Light turn Looks to Hesitates for Pulls out to
light. G;een see ifit is a moment to make the
waits at clear to left turn.

traftIc light proceed.

The process by which he made his decision to turn could be coded by reducing the
indi~iduai processes into specific strategies constructed at the unconscious level.

Diagmml: Decision-Making Stratagy

Where,

v is the external image of the red light.
Ke is the waiting for the light to turn green,

Vi’r /Ki is the internal process of comparing a feeling to an image to determine the
surface structure meaning of the ‘red light’ and ‘waiting.’

v i,r
is the image of what a green light means at a deep structure.

K’ internal feeling associated with the deep structure meaning of a green light.

Ke exit the decision-making process or at the sufl-ace structure – make a left
turn.

The results of this model show that the individual prefers to process kinesthetically

the information input as he visualizes the image internally. Here the category is a
kinesthetic-visual individual who may be classified in this context as an emotive-general:
thus, kinetheticati,, – visual- Further sub-classification would lead us to discover
how the individual selected the information to be acted upon based on the three universal
processes of human modeling previously mentioned. The number of sub-classification
beyond this level is defined as nn, e.g., deletion, deletion., deletio%-1, distoflion,
distortion., distortio%l, to generalization, generalization%, gener~izationn-!.

Analog modeling provides ftlrther insight into how a successful decision was made

for thk individual. In considering what is happening at the uncorwious level during the
decision-making process, we would be able to better construct higher level cognitive
thought processes that lead to successful learning and decision-making strategies.

Determining the unconscious strategic patterns an individual uses for operating on

the world enables us to build a model of their behavior that can be coded, examined, and
taught to others. “HOW tinely we tune or calibrate our neural and physiological systems
to accept the information born a particular representational system, as we go through the
steps of a strategy, wi II determine the amount of overlap or interference we get from our

other representational systems,” (Bandler, et al, 1980). For example, a person whose
PRS is ‘auditory’ may have ditllculty constructing internal mental images of the
information being presented due to internal interference of sounds and words being used
to describe the external input(s). Some audi tories are generail y in a constant state of
internal dialogue which thwarts an image from being constructed within the same time
span.
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The models of reality we construct, through the pairing of our perceptions and RS,
form the basis by which movement between these states of consciousness can tiansform
unconscious storage into conscious awareness. It is the combination and pairing of

filtered sensory input with internal RS that constructs Iearning and decision strategies

eventually leading us to the formation of belief systems which lead to other such

processes as motivation. and creativity – defining, in essence, who we are. Hence, for an
intelligent system to become self-aware to the point of consciousness, it must experience
those ~eefings of in~-tiveness (Kercel. 2000) that mark the unccrkinties or conviction ot_

the appropriateness of our exit point in our learning and decision-making processes at an
unconscious level. Havens ascribes that what Milton Erickson{ meant (in referring to the

unconscious mind) was, “... that people actually have an unconscious mind or

unconscious levels of awareness in the same sense that they have an arm or a leg .. . . (it,

the unconscious – authors added) is a necessary, observable. and very real component of
every human personality,” (Havens, 1985), and so should it be for an intelligent system.

CONCLUSION

“The unconscious mind or level of awareness, therefore, is a vast storehouse of
unrecognized, unused or misused memories and leamings... that can provide the basic

information and learning necessary for .. . responses to occur. . .Human beings, once
they have learned anything, transfkr this learning to the forces that govern their bodies.”

[1959]@~ Erickson, 1980, Vol. HI, chap+l, p. 27), (Havens 19S5). This is one way we
evolve into our distinct personalities. We further believe that construct can be elicited,

mcdeled, and taught to others. Our emotions are triggers for human behaviors that are no
longer obscured from the naked eye. Since the unconscious is a distinct and separate
phenomenon from the conscious mind, its activities are in parallel with that of the
conscious mind. Though it can act autonomously under specific circumstances, it uswdly

supports the processes and activities of the conscious mind. These are some essentird
elements we encourage others to include in the design of complex systems Nomenclature.
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